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tune and Theology should be a quantity within the Horizons in Theology series. it is going to
supply a comparatively short yet hugely attractive essay at the significant issues and questions
relating to song because it intersects with theology previous and present. Don Saliers is a senior
pupil during this field, person who is ready to tackle in a transparent and concise variety the
Music and Theology scope and lines of this query because it pertains to theological inquiry and
application. he'll cartoon the character and importance of the subject, the background of
reflection, the present traces of inquiry, and his personal contribution to the discussion. The
scope of the essays can't be exhaustive and fully interdisciplinary. Instead, Saliers will open the
wider strains of debate in suggestive, evocative, and programmatic ways. The Horizons in
Theology function supplementations and secondary required texts in faculties and seminaries,
in addition to the nonspecialist reader."
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